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the meaning of feng shui is a chinese geomantic practice in which a structure or site is chosen or
configured so as to harmonize with the spiritual forces that inhabit it also orientation placement
or arrangement according to the precepts of feng shui feng shui definition 1 an ancient chinese
belief that the way your house is built or the way that you arrange objects learn more an ancient
chinese belief that the way your house is built or the way that you arrange objects affects your
success health and happiness good feng shui it s good feng shui to have a loving animal in your
home a feng shui consultant smart vocabulary related words and phrases building interior
decoration feng shui ˈ f ʌ ŋ ˌ ʃ uː i or ˌ f ʌ ŋ ˈ ʃ w eɪ sometimes called chinese geomancy is a
traditional practice that originated in ancient china and claims to use energy forces to harmonize
individuals with their surrounding environment the term feng shui means literally wind water i e
fluid feng shui definition the chinese art or practice of creating harmonious surroundings that
enhance the balance of yin and yang as in arranging furniture or determining the siting of a house
see examples of feng shui used in a sentence the five elements of feng shui earth metal water wood
and fire come from the taoist tradition the elements are interrelated life phases that work
together to create a complete system typically when you feng shui your home you balance these five
elements feng shui an ancient chinese practice of orienting significant sites buildings and the
spaces and objects within them in harmony with the flow of qi also spelled ch i qi breath or
dragon s breath is the vital life force comparable to prana in indian culture feng shui is a
chinese art which is based on the belief that the way you arrange things within a building and
within the rooms of that building can affect aspects of your life such as how happy and successful
you are noun rules in chinese philosophy that govern spatial arrangement and orientation in
relation to patterns of yin and yang and the flow of energy qi the favorable or unfavorable
effects are taken into consideration in designing and siting buildings and graves and furniture
see more a chinese system for deciding the right position for a building and for placing objects
inside a building in order to make people feel comfortable and happy definition of feng shui noun
in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more feng shui meaning definition what is feng shui a chinese system of
organizing the furni learn more feng shui in american english ˈfʌŋ ˈʃwei noun the chinese art or
practice of creating harmonious surroundings that enhance the balance of yin and yang as in
arranging furniture or determining the siting of a house feng shui fŭng shwā n the chinese art or
practice of positioning objects especially graves buildings and furniture based on a belief in
patterns of yin and yang and the flow of chi that have positive and negative effects feng shui
definition an ancient chinese belief that the way your house is built and the way that you arrange
objects learn more what does the noun feng shui mean there is one meaning in oed s entry for the
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noun feng shui see meaning use for definition usage and quotation evidence feng shui is a chinese
art which is based on the belief that the way you arrange things within a building and within the
rooms of that building can affect aspects of your life such as how happy and successful you are
feng shui third person singular simple present feng shuis present participle feng shuiing simple
past and past participle feng shuied transitive to arrange a space according to the rules of feng
shui i m going to have my bedroom feng shuied maybe this will finally bring me good luck used as a
verb feng shui means making a bad situation into a good situation by acting right it could also
refer to being cool discreet collected and nonchalant it can be similar to lope so was the party
you went to awkward how to say feng shui listen to the audio pronunciation in the cambridge
english dictionary learn more noun the chinese art of determining the most propitious design and
placement of a grave building room etc so that the maximum harmony is achieved between the flow of
chi of the environment and that of the user believed to bring good fortune discover more word
history and origins origin of feng shui 1



feng shui definition meaning merriam webster May 22 2024 the meaning of feng shui is a chinese
geomantic practice in which a structure or site is chosen or configured so as to harmonize with
the spiritual forces that inhabit it also orientation placement or arrangement according to the
precepts of feng shui
feng shui english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 21 2024 feng shui definition 1 an ancient
chinese belief that the way your house is built or the way that you arrange objects learn more
feng shui definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 20 2024 an ancient chinese belief
that the way your house is built or the way that you arrange objects affects your success health
and happiness good feng shui it s good feng shui to have a loving animal in your home a feng shui
consultant smart vocabulary related words and phrases building interior decoration
feng shui wikipedia Feb 19 2024 feng shui ˈ f ʌ ŋ ˌ ʃ uː i or ˌ f ʌ ŋ ˈ ʃ w eɪ sometimes called
chinese geomancy is a traditional practice that originated in ancient china and claims to use
energy forces to harmonize individuals with their surrounding environment the term feng shui means
literally wind water i e fluid
feng shui definition meaning dictionary com Jan 18 2024 feng shui definition the chinese art or
practice of creating harmonious surroundings that enhance the balance of yin and yang as in
arranging furniture or determining the siting of a house see examples of feng shui used in a
sentence
the basic principles of feng shui the spruce Dec 17 2023 the five elements of feng shui earth
metal water wood and fire come from the taoist tradition the elements are interrelated life phases
that work together to create a complete system typically when you feng shui your home you balance
these five elements
feng shui meaning definition facts chinese religion Nov 16 2023 feng shui an ancient chinese
practice of orienting significant sites buildings and the spaces and objects within them in
harmony with the flow of qi also spelled ch i qi breath or dragon s breath is the vital life force
comparable to prana in indian culture
feng shui definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 15 2023 feng shui is a chinese art
which is based on the belief that the way you arrange things within a building and within the
rooms of that building can affect aspects of your life such as how happy and successful you are
feng shui definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 14 2023 noun rules in chinese philosophy
that govern spatial arrangement and orientation in relation to patterns of yin and yang and the
flow of energy qi the favorable or unfavorable effects are taken into consideration in designing
and siting buildings and graves and furniture see more
feng shui noun definition pictures pronunciation and Aug 13 2023 a chinese system for deciding the
right position for a building and for placing objects inside a building in order to make people
feel comfortable and happy definition of feng shui noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
feng shui meaning of feng shui in longman dictionary of Jul 12 2023 feng shui meaning definition



what is feng shui a chinese system of organizing the furni learn more
definition of feng shui collins online dictionary Jun 11 2023 feng shui in american english ˈfʌŋ
ˈʃwei noun the chinese art or practice of creating harmonious surroundings that enhance the
balance of yin and yang as in arranging furniture or determining the siting of a house
feng shui definition of feng shui by the free dictionary May 10 2023 feng shui fŭng shwā n the
chinese art or practice of positioning objects especially graves buildings and furniture based on
a belief in patterns of yin and yang and the flow of chi that have positive and negative effects
feng shui meaning in the cambridge learner s dictionary Apr 09 2023 feng shui definition an
ancient chinese belief that the way your house is built and the way that you arrange objects learn
more
feng shui noun oxford english dictionary Mar 08 2023 what does the noun feng shui mean there is
one meaning in oed s entry for the noun feng shui see meaning use for definition usage and
quotation evidence
all content related to feng shui collins online dictionary Feb 07 2023 feng shui is a chinese art
which is based on the belief that the way you arrange things within a building and within the
rooms of that building can affect aspects of your life such as how happy and successful you are
feng shui wiktionary the free dictionary Jan 06 2023 feng shui third person singular simple
present feng shuis present participle feng shuiing simple past and past participle feng shuied
transitive to arrange a space according to the rules of feng shui i m going to have my bedroom
feng shuied maybe this will finally bring me good luck
urban dictionary feng shui Dec 05 2022 used as a verb feng shui means making a bad situation into
a good situation by acting right it could also refer to being cool discreet collected and
nonchalant it can be similar to lope so was the party you went to awkward
how to pronounce feng shui in english cambridge dictionary Nov 04 2022 how to say feng shui listen
to the audio pronunciation in the cambridge english dictionary learn more
feng shui definition meaning dictionary com Oct 03 2022 noun the chinese art of determining the
most propitious design and placement of a grave building room etc so that the maximum harmony is
achieved between the flow of chi of the environment and that of the user believed to bring good
fortune discover more word history and origins origin of feng shui 1
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